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Abstract
The English narrative of "the adventure of Hajji Baba of Ispahan"[1] seems to be one of the
controversial literal texts for the Iranian readership with social criticism interest. This paper
intends, not to refute or redeem the validity claims of this historical actualized reading or to
offer an alternative, but, to put it into perspective of a spectrum of possibilities and to show
how and under what contingencies, the text can actualize some other rival and salient
interpretations that reverberate our contemporary horizons of social reality. Using the
Ricoeurian theories of literature by applying his theory of "surplus of meaning" on the text
we suggest how "The World of Text " has the potential to have different readings and in the
next step, by analyzing "The World of Reader" and its dialectical relations with the world of
text, we exhibit the important role of "reading" as the act of Self Reflection.
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In order to reach this objective and with the
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Introduction
The English narrative of "the adventure of Hajji

aspiration from the hermeneutic phenomenology of

Baba of Ispahan"[2] seems to be one of the

Paul Ricoeur [10], the paper develops a project of

controversial literal texts for the Iranian social

interpretation in which The World of the Text [11]

critics. It has aroused vivid sentiments and

of "the adventures of Hajji Baba of Isphahan"

intrigued critical thinking from traditional, quasi-

becomes unfolding. The project goes on to shed

modern and post modern vintage points [3]. In fact,

lights on its configuration within the semantic and

since 1924, the year [4] that its Persian translation

semiotic borders and its structural relations. That

became publicly available, numerous in-print

finally, culminates into the emergence of four

books and papers [5] and many more unpublished

different texts, each convey a valuable message in

academic studies [6] have revealed its message.

regard to the social points of view.

However, despite the dispersal in a time-span of
near eighty years and the diversity of its

The World of Text and Its Configuration

commentators and aspirants, it seems that the

Every text consists of words and phrases.

overwhelming majority of these accounts could be

Nevertheless, it has a message as a whole. So is

sorted in only one category, which we may call

the text of "the Adventurers of Hajji Baba of

"anti-colonialist" reading [7]. Given the literary

Ispahan [12], thereafter, referred to as "TAHBI".

nature of the book, such virtual unanimity could

My ultimate goal in this part is to obtain a view

not be the result of scientific objectivism. It might

from the text as a coherent entity, able to offer a

have, rather, stemmed from the predominant

certain message to the reader. The question arising

discourse of the society which has morally

at the outset is as to what are the borders of text

legitimized the politico-cultural values against the

and where it begins and ends.

Western societies [8]. However, since the anti-

As mentioned before, almost all the critiques,

western discourse has been loosening its grip for

comments and reviews of the TAHBI especially as

some time, it could be expected that the anti-

to Eghbal(1945), Tavassuli's (1964), Dehkhoda

colonialist reading of the book, too, starts to give

Loghat

way to different kinds of reading [9].

Ammant's (2003), Azarang's (2003) tended mainly

Nameh

's

(1958),

Minavi

(1988),

At this juncture, this paper intends, not to refute

to read it from an anti-colonialist viewpoint. This

or redeem the validity claims of this historical

type of readings is a truncated version of

actualized reading or to offer an alternative, but, to

hermeneutics

entitled

put it into perspective of a spectrum of possibilities

Suspicion"[13],

poised

and to show how and under what contingencies,

demystify, and expose the real from the apparent

the text can actualize some other rival and salient

message of the text. Denying any merits for the

interpretations that reverberate our contemporary

ostensible meaning of the text, validity claims of

horizons of social reality.

their readings are based on the existence of an
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absolute truth delivered through analyzing the ill

structure. As a closed system which is the subject

intentions of the writer, James Justian Morier, "the

of semiotics [20], there are clear-cut syntactical

infamous agent of colonialism in Iran". That is

units to which the text can comfortably be

why, a good part of their work is normally devoted

dissembled, and reassembled into the linguistic

to the biography of this "so called junior diplomat

structures

of British Kingdom", and an analysis of his

(...anecdotes, subnarratives,...) and characters, in

psycho, economic, political, religious and even

which all parts have dynamic relationship with

bureaucratic agenda to write the book [14]. As if

each other, cooperating to convey the spectrum of

the words engraved the cover of the book,

its potential messages.

including

emplotment,

episodes

indicating the name of the author, makes the truth
of the text so self-evident that the reader may forgo

A: Emplotment

to proceed considering the contents of the text

As a modern fictive biography, the text of Hajji

[15].

Baba contains different and scattered events

Contrarily the paper's point of departure is the

holding together by the "emplotment" a form of

"suspension" of the writer of the text and its

discordant concordance. Its story line is not a

intentions to write the TAHBI, ill or benevolent

simple straightforward, nor is it required to be so

[16]. This operation, which is called "Distanciation

[21]. To clarify better, we use the expressions of

[17]", denotes the freedom of the text to deliver its

the school of Russian formalism and divide story

massages out of its very own configuration. It

line of the TAHBI into two types of temporality:

means a necessary step to liberate the world of

first, Fabula [22] meaning the story of the book,

text, independent of the historical bondage, to

which depicts the chronological order of the events

unfold its fixed nature and at the same time, its

in the life of the character named Hajji Baba from

ability to stretch its territories semantically and

his childhood until his adulthood, and second,

semiologically, within the limits of the relations of

Siuzhet [23], meaning its textual structure or its

its words and sentences. At this point, the text and

plot which not only disobey the chronological rule,

likewise, the project of interpretation commences

but also inserts seemingly unrelated and separate

from the first word of the page one, narrating ...my

sub-narratives into emplotment, and delays the

father, Kerbelai Hassan, was married, when only

unfolding main chain of events, and perhaps lose

seventeen years of age, to the daughter…and not a

temporarily the focus of the story. Many dismiss

word before [18].

these

sub-narratives

as

commotion

and

nonsensical, yet, as we will see, the horizontal
1- Semiotics of the text

expansion that the textual narrative undergoes, by

Despite what seems to be a disarray of long and

the stretches of these sub-narratives, has a vital

tedious incidents [19], the TAHBI could be easily

function in conveying the whole message of the

analyzed with regard to its semiotic and semantic

book.
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B: Episodes[24]

robbed by him. The meaning of falling from the

The eighty chapters of the TAHBI could be

frying pan into fire is illustrated. pp.53-62.

distinguishable

The second episode is from the chapters 9-19.

standard episodes [25]. Every episode has a

The third is from 20-27, the fourth is from 28-36,

symmetrical shape of one or two chapters of

the fifth from 36-44, the sixth from 45-53, the

introductory exposition, one chapter for initial

seventh from54-63, the eighth from 64-72 and

complication, one or some chapters for further

finally the ninth from 73-80 [26].
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divided

comfortably

into

9

complication, one chapter for resolutions and one
final chapter for denouement. In this structure, a

C: Characters or Actants [27]

process of tension builds up between two opposite

For many critics (Nategh), (Ammanat), (Azarang),

parties, reaching to the peak or climax and then its

the fact that the TAHBI's story line is shaped by

reversal trend of relief and serenity. As an

nine repetitive cycles of tension and denouement

example, the first episode of the text, which starts

could allude to the text's indebtedness to the "One

with the chapter one and expands to chapter nine,

thousands and one nights".

could be analyzed as follows:

similarity does not seem to exceed beyond the

However, this

Chapters one and two: the exposition: the

stylistic aspect. When we examine the other aspect

introductory remarks about the character of

of the story, we could find for example some of the

protagonist, the "I" of story, his family and his

characters that have roles in releasing the pressure

journey with a Turk merchant, Osman Agha, pp.1-

of traditional repetitive circles and animating a

16.

modern dynamics to the story. To explain this
Chapter three, Initial complication, and tension:

point, we need to recognize two sets of characters

the captivation of Hajji Baba, the narrator by the

in this narrative. First, the characters of King,

Turcomans, pp.16-21.

Prince, Royal physician, Court Poet, local clergy

Chapter four: The climax, the peak of tension,

etc., whose illustrations are poorly sketched and

the narrator's ingenuity to put hands on his

represent not deeper than the clichés of the so-

master’s money and keep it for himself, pp.21-26.

called Oriental and Patrimonial societies. These

Chapter five: Further complication, the narrator

characters are the reasons that many critics have

becomes robber and is permitted to accompany the

labeled the narrative as an anti-Iranian rhetoric

chief of the tribe in a predatory of his native land,

[28].
The other type of characters, who almost come

pp. 27-37.
Chapters six and seven, further complications:

as the narrators of sub-narratives, are the real and

description of prisoners and booty made in

live persons who has a story to tell and confer the

invasion by the Turcomans, pp. 38-52.

very aspect of narrativity to the text.

Chapter 8: Resolution and denouement: the

Having this dichotomy in mind, the most

narrator is rescued by Iranian royal courtier and

intriguing personae is, of course, Hajji Baba, the
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narrator of the main story line, who seems to be in

peak of the fourth episode in the story line, is "the

a constant danger of falling from the height of

tragedy of executing Zeenab", the one that the

narrative to the nadir of rhetoric. Incarnated in

narrator called it the bloody tragedy [30].

various guise, an apprentice of the barbershop, a

At the outset, Hajji Baba gradually prepares the

servant to a merchant, a robber accompanying

reader for a tormenting story. He recounts the

Turcomans raiders, a water-carrier to the pilgrims

rumor of the illness of Zeenab, a Kurdish slave, his

and a vendor of smoke in Meshed, a dervish, crafty

first love who is now one of concubines/maids of

assistant to a malicious royal physician, a callous

the royal harem and his immediate anguish over

executioner in the service of the court, a

the chance that their secret and short love affair

hypocritical mullah in Qom, a "promoter of

and her actual illness might be related. But soon he

matrimony" in Isfahan, and finally a secretary to a

tries to put himself together, as he says: “I

Persian diplomat abroad, his character’s constancy

endeavored to rally my spirits by the hope that

seems to be established ironically, by his

perhaps she was actually ill, and that it had been

inconsistency

His

impossible for her to appear…Then after all, as if

intentionality continually although sometimes with

braving my feelings, I repeated to myself the lines

some hesitations, aims to serve his short-sighted

of one of our poets who like me, had lost his

personal interests at the expense of the others,

mistress. Is there but one pair of stag eyes, or one

which shows another reason for a text with strong

cypress waist,... that I should so mourn over the

rhetoric motif.

loss of my cruel one…No let me love where love is

in

the

moral

issues.

Another aspect of his identity compensates

cheap, for I am a miser of my feelings [31].

overly all the cliché characteristics and humanizes

Underlining the contradiction between a cold-

him by granting some reflective ability like a

blooded pervert and a sincere lover and the agony

protagonist of modern novel [29]. This sublimation

that he finds himself stretching in between, he

is due to the fact that he, frequently, exhibits a

weeps …"But still, turn where I would, go where I

genuine capability for stepping out of cliché and

would, the image of Zeenab, a torn and mangled

actually narrates the unnarratable. What I mean by

corps, was ever before my eyes and haunted my

unnarratable is the description, in the most honest

imagination at all seasons and at all hours…

possible way, of a conscious besieged to the agony

[32]." After a while, he finds out his worst fears

of contradiction of relativism of cultural ethics and

actually have come true and Zeenab is convicted to

universalism of moral principles.

be executed by being thrown from the dome. Here,

Under this circumstance, the satirical overtone

the narrator's tone could not be darker yet more

of the text turns to a tragic one and, Hajji Baba,

poetic. So that makes the reader see but blood and

this time as a solemn character sets a very different

feels but the pain that he is enduring: "The night

scene for the reader. One of these breakthroughs

was dark and lowering, and well suited to the

and perhaps the most appealing one, which is the

horrid scene about to be acted. The sun, unusual in
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these climates, had set, surrendered by clouds of

thin coating of contextualized values like: "Thus I

the color of blood [33]" and "A cold sweat broke

endeavored to make light of the subject, and to

out all over my body, my eyes swam, my knees

show my self a true Mussulman by my contempt for

knocked under me…” What said I to myself, “is n’t

womankind"

enough that I have been the cause of her death,

highlights the fallible state of human being

must I be her executer too? Must I be the grave

conflicting with good and evil and cautions the

digger to my own child? Must I be the ill-fated he

world that the ethical normativity tends to be

who is to stretcher cold limbs in the grave, and

hollowed

send my own blood back again to its mother earth?

misinterpretations, as long as it is not purified by

Why am I called to this cruel, oh cruel destiny But

universalism of moral justice [39].

up

[38].

The

by

thrust

deliberate

of

narrative

manipulations,

no, ‘tis plain my fate is ordained, sealed, fixed!
And in vein I struggle, I must fulfill the task before

2- Semantics

me. Oh world, oh world! What art thou, and how

The relation between the text and its reference is

much more wouldst thou be known, if each man to

another issue that should be discussed separately.

lift up the veil that hidden his own actions, and

Needless to say, many critics have tried hard to

show himself as he really is"[34].

challenge the TAHBI as to the referentialibiliy of
its discourse. On analyzing their argument, we

Such an expulsion of overwhelming fear and

present our argument in this regard as following:

emotions, a katharsis par excellence as described
Aristotle [35], attends to exhibit the real concern of
human sufferings, more than exploiting them by

A: Discourse Analysis, Challenging the Validity

political rhetoric. "Pulling out the handkerchief

of the Identity Claims

from my breast and still wet with blood of the

There are numerous assertions (e.g.

unfortunate Zeenab, I contemplated it with feelings

Minavi, Afshar, Amanat, Tavassuli 1964, Afshar

of the most bitter anguish; then spreading it before

and Aazarang) passionately elaborated on the

me on her grave, I went through a ceremony to

ground that the story has an agenda to disseminate

which I had long been unaccustomed,_ I said my

lies about Iranian cultural and normative beliefs

prayers… [36]"

and belittle them –what, in turn, stimulated a

Eghbal,

Although not as dramatic as this, all peaks of

strong feeling of antipathy and detestation [40].

the nine episodes of the TAHBI, have a reflective

While perceiving the message of text to be

and contemplative moment, which not only save

humiliating, dishonoring and degrading the Iranian

the character of Hajji Baba from being a banal

culture and society appears to be corroborated by

cliché of the Orient by providing a human face for

the three levels of locutionary, illocutionary and

him, but also elevates its discourse. Its "sach" as

perlocutionary of the speech act theory[41].

Gadamer puts it, up to a perennial concern for

In our selected methodology, the relation

humanity in a multicultural world [37]. Under a

between the discourse of TAHBI and its referential
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should be established with two underlying

mere description of cultural mores and costumes.

characteristics of textuality and narrativity, kept in

The text depicts the delicate yet strong connections

mind. Acknowledging these two features, cautions

existing between rationalities or convictions and

our project to prevent double confusions often

the language games, furthermore, the human

made: first, the confusion between oral discourse

dilemma at the global scale between rationality and

and written discourse; second, the confusion

reasonableness [47]. Truth in this sense is so

between narrativity and historiography.

intangible that can not be contested rationally as

Textuality, requires differentiating between the

falsehood. It could be felt and sensed aesthetically.

event of the act of narrating by James Morier,

Narrativity calls for the distinction between the

which happened in 1823, and the meanings of the

historical incidents and characters like Mirza Abol

narrated events in the TAHBI, which keep being

Hassan Shirazi, Fath Ali Shah and the UK

read time and time again, As Ricoeur says: "the

diplomatic missions, like that of Sir John Malcom

event is surpassed in the meaning" [42]. In this

to Iran which James Morier seemingly selected as

contingent, the act of discourse because of

raw material to develop story on the one hand and

textuality loses some degree of its capacity to

the fictive personalities and episodes on the other

deliver

in the narrative. They, though the sources of

the

levels

of

perlocutionary

and

imaginative

illocutionary [43] of its discourse.

creativity,

were

formless

and

This word/world relation of the TAHBI has to

unstructured as some discordant events, when,

go through another redefinition in account of its

thanks to imaginative creativity, find their order

narrativity,

with narrative plot and configuration [48].

which

jeopardizes

the

level

of

locutionary of its discourse. What the TAHBI

Conclusively, as far as the discourse analysis is

actually represents and credited even by its least

concerned, the text of Hajji Baba as an imaginative

charitable critics like Amanat and Azarang [44] is

world does not convey claims challengeable with

a mimesis of experimental [objective truth] truth.

rationalized argument in the technical terms. Its

Edward Browne testifies [45] that the (TAHBI)'s

discourse is limited to fictive characters in a

share of description of objective world is

definitive time and space as many critics tend to do

materialized into a portrayal of the lived world as a

[49]. That is why Morier, the author, himself

mimesis of early Qajar era. That leads to a

emphasizes that the TAHBI is all about lies as [the

philosophical point that Ricoeur tries to make

text] of "One thousand and one nights" is a lie [50].

when saying: "Poetic language draws its prestige
from its capacity for bringing to language certain

B: The Layers of Structural Relations

aspects of what Husserl called the Lebenswelt and

"Whence recovery of meaning begins", Ricoeur

Heidegger In-der-Welt-Sein [46]. What it brings

notes, "it has to be with some structural

forth with narrating some part of Iranian life, or at

comprehension [51]" Nevertheless, Ricoeurian

least some of its symbols and sign, are beyond the

structuralism is very different from the literal
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structuralism which presume text as a closed

miss the significance of the protagonist "Hajji

system. As mentioned before, the system of the

Baba" who echoes all the social struggles into a

text ultimately is bound to open in front of the

dialogical discourse with his conscious and confers

reader and seeks its referential meaning. This

the narrative an atmosphere of reflection and

openness is to transpire in some form of interaction

critique. Hence, the semantics of Hajji Baba or the

between the world of text and reader's subjectivity

meanings that is subjectively associated with him

or "the world of reader [52]". The early sign of this

as a cultural symbol, could lead to the meaning of

interface or collision becomes visible, at the level

the whole TAHBI.
As a character, Hajji Baba of Isphahan, is

of semantics [53] as following:
To find the structural relations for the TAHBI,

attributed with some features [56]. He is a male,

we have first, to discover, as Ricoeur puts it" the

free resident (versus slave), of Iranian nationality,

binary relations conjunction and disjunctions," [54]

Persian speaking, urban cultured, and Muslim

which already exists in the world of the text and

Shiite, whose social status upgrades from lower

surface as

the constant struggles and alliances

middle class (apprentice of a barbershop) to the

among the characters. The product will be an

upper class (secretary to an ambassador). His

outline of a spectrum of potentialities and

character has some similarities with some other

possibilities for politico-emancipatory readings.

characters of narratives and consequently, he

The fact that these structural layers have that

recognize himself as a member of a collective

potentiality to develop different and rival readings

identity or "idem or sameness [57]" in a fictive

is indebted to the differentiation between senses

society.

and references. While a written prose as a

On the opposite side, the otherness or outsiders

meaningful discourse has to have "sense", it has to

can be figured as non-male, Non-Muslim, non-

be completed by the act of reading to have

Shiite, non-Iranian, non-urban and at last non-free

references and because "the readers receive it

citizen. Those too, make some communities of

according to their own and differentiated receptive

fictive

capacity" [55], multi- processes of "fusion of

otherness which are outsiders for Hajji Baba's

horizons" occur leading to very different readings.

community. We come to realize that, although not

Here, the element of time and temporality plays a

all of them but many of them are the narrators of

significant role because every act of reading has its

sub-narratives: The Turk and Sunni merchant, the

own temporality, its own horizon of normativity in

Christian English Doctor, the Kurd Yezeedis slave

the extralinguistic world which is brought forth by

girl, the rich Sunni Turk widow, the Armenian

reading experience.

couple.

people,

the

narrative community

of

Trying to recover the message of the whole text

If we envisage a spectrum with selfhood and

by schematization the narrative through the

otherness at its two extremes, we find two people

cultural symbols and metaphors, readers can not

at the two extremes: "I" i.e., selfhood embodied by
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Hajji Baba, and otherness by Zeenab, who is at the

high level insiders or other's action has to pay the

same time female, Kurd, non Shiite, slave and of

price.

nomadic culture. And ironically these two become

At this juncture, the world of the text offers

entangled in a forbidden love which, as a result of

multi-layers of binary contradiction between

the selfhood's failure to live up to the moral

protagonist's identity and the others' which can be

responsibility and otherness' naivety, ends in tragic

sorted into at least four layers of social strata; a

fate.

nexus of societal relationship by the criteria of

The relations between the fictive characters in

politics, culture, gender, and ethnicity. That is the

the public and even personal sphere [58] are of

reason why the process of interpretation is bound

tension and antagonism, imbued with mistrust and

to focus on the symbolism of Hajji Baba as an

power struggle. The social power structure is

abridged version of the whole narrative. But what

depicted as a Foucauldian complex of micro-

is the cultural significance of Hajji Baba.

webs. There is no purity and innocence and no
one is spared to be categorically blameless.

C: The Metaphor of Hajji Baba and the

Everybody appears to some extent responsible for

Question of Identification

his/her fate since they have some interests and

The configuration reveals the implicit expectation

choices. Even Zeenab, who is by far an outsider

for the role of the reader who is supposed to make

and has the most deprived identity, has some

the text of her own.

responsibility for her seemingly unavoidable fatal

readers if and how the configurative structuring of

fate (her attraction for indulgence and luxury of

time, action and identity will be realized and create

the royal Haram). However, there are degrees of

diversity of the readings as a reality [59].

It depends on the actual

At the outset, even the simple fact that a

responsibilities which subsume the characters in

specific configuration can have synchronically

three columns:
1- Protagonist (narrator),

different reading reports the freedom although

2- The insiders who are considered to be "the

limited, of reader to impose her understanding to
the final message of the text. Since readers are

same" in collective identity and

supposed a self-interpretive being that carries a

3- The outsiders who are considered to be the

cultural horizon with literary symbols by which

other or alien (outsider).
Recalling the systemic development of 8

she understands herself and the world around her,

episodes, in almost every episode, the tension

Hajji Baba and his social and cultural predicate,

escalates between insiders and outsiders. The peak

are identified by cultural codes of social virtues or

point is where the "I" of the story, the protagonist

vices [60].

as an agent, deliberately chooses to act; i.e. to lie,

As to the actualized interpretations, it seems

betray or rob one of the low level insiders or

that the anti western and anti modern theory of

outsiders or as a patient or sufferer of the act of a

conspiracy has been nourishing the majority of the
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criticism and commentaries of the text. The

Analyzing these two actualized interpretations,

association of the symbol of Hajji Baba with the

we find out that the figurative and literary

"Evil" of the British Empire surpasses the

meanings of Hajji Baba are related to each other by

dimension of literary criticism and

connotation

has been

i.e.

because

of

psychological

presumed as a socio/politico veracity described in

association [62]. In fact the symbolic resemblance

the numerous articles in the most important Iranian

between Hajji Baba as a cultural metaphor and the

encyclopedias and dictionaries: (Loghatnameh-ie

selfhood or otherness underlies both readings.

Dehkhoda, DaeratolMaaref, Encyclopedia

of

Anti-authoritarian reading transpires while the

Iranica and Daneshnameh Jahan-I Eslam). This

reader captures the constant struggle between Hajji

category of readings, understandably has legitimate

Baba as an individual and the royal court of a

ground to disclose a regional truth as long as the

patrimonial society and associates. In an opposite

discourse of conspiracy in its diverse forms of

direction, the tension between the protagonist's

traditionalism, anti modernism, post modernism

identity and the court could translate into the

and reverse orientalism continues to engage an

assault of British colonialism against the traditional

active part of Iranian readership.

East. In an anti colonialist reading, like that
reading of Tavassuli,

However, it has never been completely without

Hajji Baba is presumed

rival. In fact, a different reading, although meager

James Morier or colonial otherness while the

and less apocalyptic emerged and gained its

selfhood is the Iranian traditional society

authority from the dominant discourse of the

Considering the other structural relations that

Constitutional Revolution of 1905. In fact, the

shape the configuration of the text, there could be

political discourse of the Revolution prompted the

two other potential readings to be actualized out of

Persian translator to introduce the TAHBI to the

resemblance. The new discourses on feminism and

Iranian readership. For Mirza Habib Isfahani, the

activism on ethnic discrimination, etc. have their

Persian translator of the book, who himself was a

own chances for such a creative semantics. For a

political activist against the Gajar dynasty, the

potential reader who distinguishes herself as a

symbol of Hajji Baba signifies a hero, a political

feminist, the tension between male/female shapes

critic and an activist against the traditional society

the whole message of reading and Hajji Baba being

and patrimonialism [61]. The vice, here, contrary

male surfaces as the otherness, while Zeenab is

to

includes

identified as selfhood. At the same time, in the

paternalism, autocracy, etc., that the Iranian

ethnic autonomist's eye (Kurd, Turk...), Hajji Baba

traditional society, including the Qajar dynasty,

as

represented. The virtues, on the other hand, are

domineering traits of the Persian nativity and the

social justice, the rule of law, freedom of opinion,

Shiite religiosity. Potential analysis of the text

freedom of expression, etc.

indicated in a table, below:

the

anti

colonialist

reading,
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ultimate
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Readings

Hajji

Baba

is

a In

the

antimony Social discourse

symbol for:

between

Anti authoritarian

Selfhood

Society versus State

Majority Rule

Anti colonialist

Otherness

East versus West

Traditionalism

Feminist

Otherness

Female versus Male

Gender liberation

Ethnic autonomist

Otherness

Persian Versus Kurd, Ethnic Nationalism
Turk,

That emergence of new reading could go on and

the traditional culture including the Qajarian rule

on. Every time when a new discourse on social

which is an important part of the definition of

criticism takes shape, a new meaning may add to

selfhood, is depicted so vividly as an unfair and

the reservoir of the meanings of Hajji Baba and his

corrupted system.

identity takes on new dimensions. as long and far

The reader finds unavoidably facing with the

as the horizon of the discourses on social justice

definition of selfhood encompassing incompatible

and human liberty moves , the spectrum of the

or rather incommensurable values. Selfhood is not

regional truth of the text of Hajji Baba can be

authenticated by vice nor otherness validated with

expounded as its semantical and semiological

virtues. This situation causes the reader enormous

structures.

conflictive tensions and makes the re-examination

Yet, we should not overlook the fact that these

of her sense and intuition of self-recognition

quadruple appropriations of the text are just an

unavoidable. And that will, ironically, look a lot

initial step for the interpretations. The way Ricoeur

like the struggle that Hajji Baba goes through to

understands the stage of appropriation, this stage is

step out of his cliché-like personality and narrates

not just a taking hold of the text by the reader. The

unnarratable.

text and its project of the world can take hold of

The paper does not plan to elaborate on this

the reader as well. "the appropriation implies a

new level of reading which requires another

moment of dispassion of the egoist and narcistic

comprehensive study on the "world of reader".

ego" of the reader [63]. That is why all the

However, it can be speculated at this point that at

aforementioned readers are bound to undergo a

least four other readings will be actualized when

process

one's

our aforementioned readers go through another

identifications, if they want to be consistent with

reading experience with their evolved sense of

their ethical values. While the reading based on an

identity.

of

reflection

and

revisiting

normative world of anti colonialism is not sensitive
about the relation between Hajji Baba and these

Conclusion: From Text to Action

ethnic religious minorities because they all are

Stopping deliberately at the end, the paper avoids

considered otherness, it starts falling apart when

finalizing
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whole

project

of
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hermeneutics of text, to put all its stress and

readers. Consider the two aforementioned readers

emphasis on the prospect of the multiplicity (at

of the THBI with anti colonialist and of anti

least eight) of the interpretations for a fixed entity

authoritarian reading which have oppositional

of narrative text" of "The adventures of Hajji Baba

definitions of the selfhood and otherness, the

of Ispahan". It further indicates that the historically

controversy will have to end by the time they

actualized interpretation which gives an anti-

admit the limitedness of their standpoint and stop

colonialist account is not but one among many

claiming to have the absolute truth of the text.

possibilities in a spectrum of readings that the

Hence the idea of freedom of the reader from the

structural semantics of the THBI is offering.

bondage of the text has to be completed by

Should readers with different local and social

responsibility, limitedness, life experience and

aspirations and preferences examine the text, they

temporality.

will be prone to have different interpretations

As the philosophical traditions of Western

including the anti authoritarian, feminist and ethnic

social criticism shows the idea of temporality of

autonomist readings. Consequently, the literal

the reading by transmuting the action of reading

discourse of the novel of TAHBI as a "text" never

into a process of self reflective and self critical

exhausts its capacity to be read time and again,

understanding has corroborated with more general

offering new message to its new readers.

and indispensable conceptualization about the

The mediation between "Time" and "Narrative"

principles of "reversibility" and "reflexivity" in

and the redemption of the claim of the possibility

discourse ethics and deserves several other papers

of the multiplicity of readers for one narrative text

to lay out all its theoretical potentialities.

could have some important normative implications
on the individual and societal level. In retrospect,
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وﺣﺪت ﻣﺘﻦ و ﺗﻜﺜﺮ ﻗﺮاﺋﺘﻬﺎ

ﻃﺎﻫﺮه ﻣﻴﺮﻋﻤﺎدي اﺣﻤﺪي

1

رواﻳﺖ اﻧﮕﻠﻴﺴﻲ " ﻣﺎﺟﺮاﻫﺎي ﺣﺎﺟﻲ ﺑﺎﺑﺎي اﺻﻔﻬﺎﻧﻲ" ﺑﻪ ﻟﺤﺎظ ﺑﺮاﻧﮕﻴﺨﺘﻦ ﺗﻤﺎﻳﻼت

اﻧﺘﻘﺎدي -اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻲ

ﺧﻮاﻧﻨﺪﮔﺎن اﻳﺮاﻧﻲ ﻳﻜﻲ از ﭘﺮﻣﻨﺎﻗﺸﻪﺗﺮﻳﻦ ﻣﺘﻮن ادﺑﻲ اﻳﺮان ﺑﻪﺷﻤﺎر ﻣﻲرود .اﻳﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﺑﺮ ﺳﺮ آن ﻧﻴﺴﺖ ﻛﻪ ﺑﺎ ﻣﺤﻚ
زﻧﻲ اﻋﺘﺒﺎر ﮔﺰارهﻫﺎي اﻳﻦﮔﻮﻧﻪ ﺗﻔﺎﺳﻴﺮ آﻧﻬﺎ را اﺑﻄﺎل و ﻳﺎ اﺛﺒﺎت ﻛﻨﺪ و ﻳﺎ ﺗﻔﺴﻴﺮ ﺑﺪﻳﻠﻲ اراﺋﻪ دﻫﺪ ،ﺑﻠﻜﻪ درﺻﺪد آن
اﺳﺖ ﺑﺎ ﺟﺎﻳﺎﺑﻲ اﻳﻦ ﺗﻔﺎﺳﻴﺮ در ﻳﻚ ﭼﺸﻢاﻧﺪاز وﺳﻴﻌﺘﺮ ،ﻧﺸﺎن ﺑﺪﻫﺪ ﻛﻪ در ﭼﻪ ﺷﺮاﻳﻂ و ﭼﮕﻮﻧﻪ اﻳﻦ ﻣﺘﻦ واﺣﺪ
ﻣﻲﺗﻮاﻧﺪ ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺎت ﻇﻬﻮر ﺗﻔﺎﺳﻴﺮ ﺟﺪﻳﺪﺗﺮ و ﻫﻤﺎﻫﻨﮓﺗﺮ ﺑﺎ اﻓﻖ ﻣﻌﺎﺻﺮ واﻗﻌﻴﺎﺗﻬﺎي اﻣﺮوزﻳﻦ را ﻓﺮاﻫﻢ آورد .روش
ﺗﺤﻘﻴﻖ ﻣﺘﻦ ،ﻧﻈﺮﻳﻪ "ﻣﻌﻨﺎي اﺿﺎﻓﻲ" ﭘﻞ رﻳﻜﻮر اﺳﺖ و از ﻃﺮﻳﻖ آن ﻧﺸﺎن داده ﺷﺪه ﻛﻪ "ﺟﻬﺎن ﻣﺘﻦ" ﭼﮕﻮﻧﻪ و
ﺗﺤﺖ ﭼﻪ ﺷﺮاﻳﻄﻲ ﻇﺮﻓﻴﺖ اراﺋﻪ ﻗﺮاﺋﺘﻬﺎي ﻣﺘﻌﺪد را از ﺧﻮد ﻧﺸﺎن ﻣﻲدﻫﺪ .در ﻣﺮﺣﻠﻪ ﺑﻌﺪ "ﺟﻬﺎن ﺧﻮاﻧﻨﺪه" و
راﺑﻄﻪ دﻳﺎﻟﻜﺘﻴﻜﻲ آن ﺑﺎ "ﺟﻬﺎن ﻣﺘﻦ"ﻛﻨﺶ ﺧﻮاﻧﺪن را ﺑﻪ ﻣﺜﺎﺑﻪ ﻳﻚ ﻓﺮاﻳﻨﺪ "ﺗﺎﻣﻞ در ﺧﻮد" ﺗﻌﺎﻟﻲ ﻣﻲﺑﺨﺸﺪ.
واژﮔﺎن ﻛﻠﻴﺪي :ﻣﺘﻦ ،ﺟﻬﺎن ﻣﺘﻦ ،ﺧﻮدِ ﻳﻜﺘﺎ اﻧﮕﺎر ،ﺧﻮدِ ﻳﻜﺴﺎن اﻧﮕﺎر ،ﺗﺎﻣﻞ در ﺧﻮد ،ﭘﺪﻳﺪارﺷﻨﺎﺳﻲ،
ﻫﺮﻣﻨﻮﺗﻴﻚ

 .1اﺳﺘﺎدﻳﺎر ،ﺳﺎزﻣﺎن ﭘﮋوﻫﺸﻬﺎي ﻋﻠﻤﻲ ﺻﻨﻌﺘﻲ ﻛﺸﻮر
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